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Abstract: Recently, the low rank and sparse (LRS) matrix decomposition has been introduced as an effective mean to solve the
multi-view registration. It views each available relative motion as a block element to reconstruct one matrix so as to approximate
the low rank matrix, where global motions can be recovered for multi-view registration. However, this approach is sensitive to
the sparsity of the reconstructed matrix and it treats all block elements equally in spite of their varied reliability. Therefore, this
paper proposes an effective approach for multi-view registration by the weighted LRS decomposition. Based on the anti-symmetry
property of relative motions, it firstly proposes a completion strategy to reduce the sparsity of the reconstructed matrix. The
reduced sparsity of reconstructed matrix can improve the robustness of LRS decomposition. Then, it proposes the weighted LRS
decomposition, where each block element is assigned with one estimated weight to denote its reliability. By introducing the weight,
more accurate registration results can be recovered from the estimated low rank matrix with good efficiency. Experimental results
tested on public data sets illustrate the superiority of the proposed approach over the state-of-the-art approaches on robustness,
accuracy, and efficiency.
1 Introduction
Range scan registration has attracted broad interests due to its wide
applications in robot mapping [1–3], 3D model reconstruction [4, 5],
object recognition [6, 7] and etc. The task of registration is to calcu-
late the optimal transformation for two or more range scans so as
to transfer them into one coordinate system and recover the original
scene of a 3D object. Based on the number of scans to be registered,
this problem can be classified into two categories: pair-wise regis-
tration and multi-view registration. The most popular method for
pair-wise registration is the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm
proposed by Besl et al. [8], which iteratively builds up correspon-
dences and calculates the optimal transformation by minimizing the
residual error. Although the ICP algorithm has good performance in
efficiency, it is a local convergent approach. Besides, this approach
can not be applied to the registration of scan pair, which contains
large non-overlapping areas. Therefore, a lot of ICP variants were
proposed for the pair-wise registration.
To address non-overlapping areas, Chetverikov et al. [9] proposed
the trimmed ICP (TrICP) algorithm, which introduced an overlap
percentage into the original ICP algorithm. During each iteration,
it requires to search an optimal overlap percentage, so it is time-
consuming. Subsequently, Phillips et al. [10] proposed an efficient
ICP variant called the fractional TrICP (FTrICP) algorithm, which
can simultaneously compute the overlap percentage and rigid trans-
formation for partially overlapping scans. For the local convergence
issue, Fitzgibbon et al. [11] employed the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm to expand the narrow convergent range of ICP algorithm.
Besides, invariant features were introduced into ICP algorithm by
Lee et al. [12]. Moreover, the genetic algorithm [13, 14] and particle
filter [15] were utilized to search the optimal rigid transformation.
To boost the accuracy, some probabilistic methods [16–19] were
also proposed. Much precise these methods may be, the huge com-
putational resources they require poses a great challenge to most
application areas. To improve the robustness, some methods have
also been investigated in recent years. Based on the ratio of bidi-
rectional distances, Zhu et al. [20] proposed an ICP variant, which
assigns a probability for each correspondence. Besides, Xu et al.
[21] introduced the concept of correntropy into pair-wise registra-
tion and proposed the approach to achieve the pair registration by
maximizing the correntropy of one scan pair.
Although these approaches may obtain good results for pair-wise
registration, they are not suitable for the multi-view registration.
Therefore, many researchers explore the principle of pair-wise reg-
istration and extend it to solve the multi-view registration. The
original approach was proposed by Chen et al. [22], which repeat-
edly aligns two scans and merge them into one model until all
range scans are integrated into the whole model. This approach is
simple and efficient, but it suffers from the problem of error accu-
mulation. To address this issue, Bergevin et al. [23] proposed an
ICP based registration approach, which can simultaneously align
one scan to all the other scans. Since this approach should establish
point correspondences between one scan and all the others, it is very
time-consuming. Subsequently, the multi-z-buffer technique [24]
was then introduced into multi-view registration to improve the
efficiency. To further reduce the accumulative error, some other
approaches [25, 26] view multi-view registration as the optimiza-
tion problem over the graph of adjacent scans, which transfer the
registration error between coordinate systems. As these approaches
do not need to update the point correspondences during registration,
they cannot really reduce accumulative error, but just distribute it
over all scans.
Recently, Mateo et al. [27] utilized the Bayesian framework to
deal with missing data of pair-wise correspondences in multi-view
registration, which then be solved by the Expectation-Maximization
algorithm. Related works can also be found in [28]. Besides, Toldo et
al. [29] proposed an ICP and Generalized Procrustes Analysis [30]
combined approach to achieve multi-view registration. To explore
the redundant information of non-adjacent range scans, Godvin et
al. [31] introduced the Lie-Algebraic averaging [32] algorithm to
refine global motions. This approach was then extended by Li et
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al. [33] to achieve more accurate and efficient multi-view registra-
tion. Besides, Guo et al. [34] proposed a weighted motion averaging
algorithm to improve the accuracy of multi-view registration. More
recently, Arrigoni et al. [35] cast the multi-view problem into the
framework of the low-rank and sparse (LRS) matrix decomposi-
tion. By decomposing the relative motion stacked matrix, the noise
matrix is discarded and low rank matrix can be obtained to recover
global motions for multi-view registration. However, this approach
is sensitive to the sparsity of the stacked matrix to be decomposed.
Besides, it treats all relative motions equally in spite of their varied
reliabilities, which is not good for multi-view registration.
In this paper, we extend the approach presented in [35] to achieve
more effective registration of multi-view range scans. The contribu-
tion of this paper can be delivered as follows: a matrix completion
strategy is proposed to reduce the sparsity of potentially decomposed
matrix based on the anti-symmetry property of relative motions
(block elements). Then, a weight value is estimated and assigned
to denote the reliability of each non-zero block elements. Moreover,
the L1-ALM [36] algorithm is extended to decompose the weighted
matrix and obtain accurate global motions for multi-view registra-
tion. To demonstrate its effectiveness, the proposed approach was
also tested on public available data sets.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly
introduces the LRS decomposition framework for the multi-view
registration. Then in Section 3, the proposed approach is presented in
details. Following that is Section 4, in which the proposed approach
was tested and compared with some related approaches. Finally,
some conclusions and future works are drawn in Section 5.
2 LRS decomposition for multi-view registration
Suppose there are N range scans, which are acquired from one
object in different views. Let Mi ∈ SE(3) be the global motion,
which denotes the rigid transformation between the local reference
frame of the ith range scan and the global coordinate system:
Mi =
[
Ri ~ti
0 1
]
, (1)
where Ri ∈ SO(3) and ~ti ∈ R3 represent the rotation matrix and
the translation vector, respectively. Obviously, the rank of Mi is 4.
Given initial global motions, the task of multi-view registration is to
estimate accurate global motions for all range scans. Without loss of
generality, the global coordinate system can be attached to the local
reference frame of the first range scan. Related to global motion,
there is another kind of motion called as the relative motion Mij ,
which represents the rigid transformation between the reference
frame of the ith scan and that of the jth scan:
Mij = M
−1
i Mj (2)
where M−1i denotes the inverse of motion Mi and the rank of Mij
is also 4.
For the multi-view registration, Arrigoni et al. [35] proposed the
LRS matrix decomposition based approach. Before presenting this
approach, three block matrix should be introduced and defined as:
V = [M1 M2 · · · MN ], U =

M−11
M−12
...
M−1N
 (3)
and
X =

I4 M12 . . . M1N
M21 I4 . . . M2N
...
...
. . .
...
MN1 MN2 . . . I4
 (4)
where I4 indicates the 4× 4 identity matrix. Therefore, X = UV
and UTU = I4. Although the matrix X is larger than Mi or Mij,
they have the same rank due to the special structure of X .
For the multi-view registration, the LRS decomposition based
approach views each available relative motions as a block element to
reconstruct the matrix Xˆ , where the non-available relative motions
are replaced by zero matrix. As the reconstructed matrix Xˆ is the
approximation of X , they have the following relation:
Xˆ = X + E (5)
whereE is called as error matrix, which is a sparse matrix containing
noises and outliers.
According to [35], the multi-view registration appcan be formu-
lated as the following optimization problem:
min
X
∥∥∥PΩ(X − Xˆ)∥∥∥2
F
s.t. X = UV, Xˆ = X + E
(6)
where PΩ(X − Xˆ) represents the projection of (X − Xˆ) onto Ω
and Ω is an indicator matrix indicating whether the corresponding
block element in the reconstructed matrix Xˆ is available or not. Sub-
sequently, the LRS decomposition algorithm can be applied to solve
Eq. (6) and obtain the matrix X , which is used to recover global
motions for muti-view registration.
Although the framework of LRS decomposition for multi-view
registration has been proposed in [35], this approach is sensitive
to the sparsity of reconstructed matrix. Besides, it treats all block
elements equally in spite of their varied reliability. To obtain good
registration results, more effective approach is required.
3 The proposed approach
Although the LRS decomposition has been introduced to solve the
multi-view registration [35], two limitations should be stated. Firstly,
this approach is sensitive to the sparsity of reconstructed matrix to be
decomposed. Then, during matrix decomposition, it treats all block-
ing elements equally and does not take varied reliability of each
relative motion into consideration, which may lead to unexpected
registration results. To address these two issues, we propose an effec-
tive LRS decomposition based approach for multi-view registration
and its flowchart is displayed in Fig. 1. As shown in Fig. 1, the pro-
posed approach consists of the following four major steps, which
will be presented with more details.
3.1 Matrix reconstruction
For the matrix reconstruction, it is required to obtain relative
motions, which can be estimated by the pair-wise registration
approach. By consideration both the efficiency and accuracy, the
trimmed ICP algorithm is utilized to estimate the relative motion of
scan pair.
Suppose there are two partially overlapping range scans in R3,
a data shape P ∆= {~pa}Npa=1 and a model shape Q
∆
= {~qb}Nqb=1
(Np, Np ∈ N). Given initial rigid transformation, the TrICP
algorithm achieves the pair-wise registration by minimizing the
following objective function:
ψ(ξ,M) = 1|Pξ|ξ1+λ
∑
~pa∈Pξ
∥∥∥R~pa + ~t− ~qc(a)∥∥∥2
2
s.t. RTR=I3, det(R) = 1
(7)
where ξ denotes the overlap percentage parameter, Pξ represents the
overlapping part of data shape P to model shapeQ, |·| represents the
cardinality of set, ~qc(a) is the correspondence of ~pa and λ (λ=2) is a
preset parameter.
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Fig. 1: The flowchart of the proposed approach. In the 1st row, each dot denotes one range scan, the red dot is the rang scan attached with
the global coordinate system and each line with arrow indicates one motion. In the 2nd row, each square denotes one relative motion and its
reliability is indicated by the gray value, where the black one is unobserved and the white one is very reliable. Besides, the column of red
squares denote block elements used for the recovery of global motions.
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Fig. 2: Illustration of some factors related to the trimmed MSE. (a) Large trimmed MSE caused by inaccurate registration and low resolution
of model shape. (b) Accurate registration leads to small trimmed MSE. (c) High resolution of model shape can reduce the trimmed MSE.
3.1.1 Estimation of overlapping percentage: Although the
TrICP algorithm is effective for pair-wise registration, it only suit-
able for the registration of scan pair with a certain amount of overlap
percentages. To obtain reliable relative motions, the TrICP algorithm
can only applied to these scan pairs that satisfy ξij > ξthr , where
ξthr is a predefined threshold. Therefore, it is required to estimate
the overlap percentage for each scan pair before pair-wise registra-
tion. To address this issue, the method proposed in [33] is directly
utilized. For each point in the ith range scan, it firstly searches cor-
respondences from each other scans. According to their distances,
these point pairs can be sorted in ascending order. By traversing
each sorted point pair, all its front point pairs can be used to cal-
culate the value of objective function (7). The distance of the point
pair, which minimizes the objective function, can be viewed as the
distance threshold. For the jth range scan, if there are nij point
pairs, whose distances are smaller than the distance threshold, then
the overlap percentage ξij is estimated as follows:
ξij =
nij
ni
(8)
where ni denotes the number of point in the ith range scan. It should
be noted that ξij and ξji are two different overlap percentages, which
are always unequal. For each scan pair, if its overlap percentage sat-
isfies ξij > ξthr , then the ith range scan and the jth range scan
can be viewed as the data shape and model shape, respectively. Fur-
ther, the TrICP algorithm can be directly used to estimate its relative
motionMij . Here, ξthr = 0.4 can guarantee the TrICP algorithm to
achieve reliable pair-wise registration.
3.1.2 Estimation of weight: Actually, the reliability of each rel-
ative motion are varied due to many reasons, such as noise level,
resolution of range point and overlap percentage of scan pair. To
indicate its reliability, a weight requires to be estimated for each
relative motion. Intuitively, the smaller the trimmed mean square
error (MSE) is, the more reliable the relative motion is. Before intro-
ducing the estimation method, some factors related to the trimmed
MSE should be presented and analyzed. As shown in Fig. 2, accu-
rate pair-wise registration will lead to small trimmed MSE. However,
the trimmed MSE also related to the point resolution of model
shape. More specifically, with the same registration accuracy, high
resolution of model shape will lead to small trimmed MSE. Vice
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vera. Accordingly, a weight Aij for the relative motion Mij can be
reasonably estimated as follows:
Aij =
Qe
Pe2
(9)
where Me indicates the point resolution of model shape and Pe
denotes the trimmed MSE of aligned scan pair, which can be directly
obtained by the TrICP algorithm. More specifically, they can be
calculated as follows:
Qe =
1
Nq
(
Nq∑
i=1
d2
~qi~qc(i)
)
Pe =
1
|Pξ|
(
|Pξ|∑
i=1
d2~pi~qc(i))
(10)
where d~pi~qc(i) denotes the distance of one point pair located in the
overlapping areas, d~qi~qc(i) represents the distance of one point ~qi
in the model shape to its nearest neighbor ~qc(i) in the model shape
itself. According to the definition of weight, reliable relative motion
will lead to large weight.
As there maybe large difference between varied relative motions,
it is better to normalize all weights as follows:
Bij =
Aij
max(A)
(11)
where max(A) denotes the maximum value in A. It should also be
noticed that this is the weight for each relative motion. To associate
with each element of Mij , the following expanding is required:
(Wij)4×4 = Bij ⊗ 14×4 (12)
where ⊗ indicates the Kronecker product and 14×4 denotes a 4× 4
matrix filled by ones.
After the pair-wise registration, the relative motion Mij can be
utilized to reconstruct the Xˆ , which is viewed as the approximation
of the low rank matrixX . In the same way, its corresponding weight
Wij can be utilized to reconstruct the matrix W .
3.2 Matrix Completion
As the LRS decomposition algorithm is sensitive to the sparsity
of reconstructed matrix to be decomposed, it is better to obtain as
many relative motions as possible so as to reconstruct a matrix with
reduced sparsity. Therefore, it is required to design a completion
strategy for the matrix reconstruction.
According to Eq. (2), the relative motion Mji can be calculated
as:
Mji = M
−1
j Mi (13)
Obviously, there exits the property of anti-symmetry between the
pair of relative motions (Mij ,Mji), which is formulated as:
Mji = M
−1
ij (14)
where M−1ij indicates the inverse of motion Mij . For a pair of
scans acquired from one object, two different overlap percentages
(ξij , ξji) are estimated by the proposed method. Suppose one of
them is larger than the predefined threshold ξthr and the other is
smaller than ξthr . Subsequently, one relative motions with a weight
can be available to reconstruct the Xˆ . To reduce the sparsity of
X , the anti-symmetry property of relative motion can be applied to
obtain the other relative motion with its weight assigned as:
Wji = Wij (15)
As shown in Fig. 1, this matrix completion strategy can seriously
reduce the sparsity of reconstructed matrix to be decomposed and
will lead to robust results of LRS matrix decomposition.
3.3 Weighted LRS decomposition
After matrix completion, the matrix Xˆ has been reconstructed with
less missing data. Moreover, the weight matrix is also provided to
indicate the reliability of component at the same position in Xˆ .
Therefore, the weighted LRS decomposition should be designed to
approximate the low rank matrix X .
According to [36], it is reasonable to use the robust L1-norm
as the measurement to approximate X . The approximation can be
formulated as the optimization problem:
min
U,V,E
||W  E||1 + λ||X||∗
s.t. Xˆ= X + E
(16)
where W is a weight matrix, which indicates the reliability of
component at the same position in Xˆ . As mentioned before, X =
UV and UTU = I4. Therefore, ||X||∗ = ||V ||∗. By replacing the
trace-norm regularizer, Eq. (16) can be reformulated as:
min
U,V,E
||W  E||1 + λ||V ||∗
s.t. Xˆ= UV + E,UTU= I4
(17)
After the investigation of this problem, we find that the Augmented
Lagrange Multiplier (ALM) method can be utilized to solve it.
Benefited from the ALM algorithm, the corresponding augmented
Lagrange function can be derived as:
f(U,V,E, L, µ) = ‖W  E‖1 + λ‖V ‖∗+〈
L, Xˆ − UV − E
〉
+
µ
2
∥∥∥Xˆ − UV − E∥∥∥2
F
(18)
where L is the Lagrange multiplier, µ denotes the penalty parameter
and 〈., .〉 indicates the inner product of two matrices. As it is some-
what same to the problem discussed in [36], this problem can also be
solved the Gauss-Seidel Iteration algorithm. In each iteration, three
steps are alternately utilized to estimate U , V and E, respectively.
3.3.1 Solving U via Orthogonal Procrustes: By fixingE and
V , the update of U can be simplified as the following problem:
min
U
µ
2
∥∥∥∥(Xˆ − E + 1µL)− UV
∥∥∥∥2
F
s.t. Xˆ= UV + E,UTU= Ir
(19)
The above orthogonal procrustes problem can be solved by the
SVD method of (Xˆ − E + 1µL)V T :
[U1 S1 V1] = svd((Xˆ − E + 1
µ
L)V T ) (20)
Consequently, U can be derived as:
U = U1V
T
1 (21)
3.3.2 Solving V via Singular Value Decomposition: Given
E and U , the update of V can be achieved by solving:
min
V
{λ‖V ‖∗ +
〈
L, Xˆ − E − UV
〉
+
µ
2
∥∥∥Xˆ − E − UV ∥∥∥2
F
}
(22)
Since UTU = Ir , the above objective function can be reformulated
as:
min
V
{λ‖V ‖∗ +
µ
2
∥∥∥∥V − UT (Xˆ − E + 1µL)
∥∥∥∥2
F
} (23)
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Algorithm 1: Weighted LRS decomposition algorithm
Input :X , W , L, µ, and ρ = 1.05
Output: U and V
. Outer Iteration
while not converged do
. Inner Iteration
while not converged do
Update U according to Eq. (20) and (21);
Update V according to Eq. (25) and (26);
Update E according to Eq. (28) and (29);
end
Update L via L = L+ µ(M − E − UV );
Update µ via µ = min {ρµ, 1e20}.
end
To solve problem (23), the soft-thresholding (shrinkage) operator
is adopted:
Sε [q] = max(|q| − ε, 0)sgn(q) (24)
where sgn(q) is the sign function. Then the singular values of
UT (Xˆ − E + 1µL) is computed as:
[U2 S2 V2] = svd(U
T (Xˆ − E + 1
µ
L)) (25)
Finally, the shrinkage operator is applied to the singular values
and the optimal V can be updated as:
V = U2Sλ
µ
[S2]V
T
2 (26)
3.3.3 Solving E via Absolute Value Shrinkage: Provided
with U and V , the error matrix E can be updated as follows:
min
E
‖W  E‖1 +
µ
2
∥∥∥∥Xˆ − E − (UV − 1µL)
∥∥∥∥2
F
(27)
Since some block element of Xˆ is unobservable, the update of E
should be divided into two parts. Corresponding to the observable
part of Xˆ , the elements of E can be updated by the absolute value
shrinkage:
Ω E = Ω SW
µ
[
Xˆ − UV + 1
µ
L
]
. (28)
where Ω = dW e and dW e denotes the ceiling operation of each ele-
ment of W . While, elements corresponding to missing entries of Xˆ
should be updated by:
Ω¯ E = Ω (X − UV + µ−1L) (29)
where Ω¯ denotes the complement of Ω and Ω¯ = (1N×N − Ω).
The weighted LRS decomposition algorithm is summarized in
Algorithm 1. By the application of this algorithm, two matrix U and
V are obtained to approximate X = UV .
3.4 Recovery of global motions
After the LRS decomposition, we obtain X = UV . Theoretically,
these block elements located in the first column of X can directly
be viewed as global motions for multi-view registration. However,
these block elements may not be the elements of Special Euclidean
groups SE(3) due to no constraint imposed on matrix decompo-
sition. Accordingly, some operations are required to recover each
global motion Mi from one block elements located in the first col-
umn of X . Firstly, the corresponding block element is assign to
Algorithm 2: The proposed multi-view registration approach
Input : Multi-view range scans {S1, S2, ..., SN} and initial
global motions
{
I, Mˆ2, ..., MˆN
}
Output: Accurate global motions {I,M2, ...,MN}
. Outer iteration
while not converged do
Estimate overlap percentages for all scan pairs by Sec.
3.1.2;
Select scan pairs that satisfy ξij > ξthr;
. Inner iteration
for Each selected scan pair do
Refine its relative motions by TrICP algorithm;
Compute its weights by Sec. 3.1.3;
end
Reconstruct Xˆ and W using available Mij and Wij ;
Complete Xˆ and W by Eqs. (14) and (15).;
Approximate X = UV according to Algorithm 1;
Recover global motions by Sec. 3.4;
end
Mi = X(1 : 4, 4i− 3 : 4i), then Mi is normalized by its element
Mi(4, 4) as Mi = Mi/Mi(4, 4). Besides, three elements Mi(4, 1 :
3) should be assigned with the zero value. Finally, the Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) can be applied to Mi as follows:
Mi(1 : 3, 1 : 3) = U3QV
T
3 (30)
where
[U3, S3, V3] = svd(Mi(1 : 3, 1 : 3)) (31)
and Q represents a 3× 3 diagonal matrix with the elements of
(1, 1, det(U3V
T
3 )) on the main diagonal. After these operations,
each block element located in the first column ofX can be recovered
as one global motion for muti-veiw registration.
3.5 Implementation details
Accordingly, the overall process of the proposed multi-view regis-
tration approach is summarized in Algorithm 2.
With the matrix completion, the proposed approach can improve
the robustness and efficiency of the LRS decomposition for multi-
view registration. By proposing the weighted LRS decomposition,
the accuracy of multi-view registration can be increased.
4 Experiments
To show the performance of the proposed approach, experiments
were conducted on seven data sets from the Stanford 3D Scanning
Repository [37] and UWA 3D Modeling Dataset [38]. Registra-
tion results are reported in the form of the objective function value
(Obj.), which was designed in [39]. As all multi-view registra-
tion approaches can estimate the optimal global motion Mglobal =
{I,M2,M3, · · · ,MN}, it is convenient to define the operation
Mi ⊕ Pi = {Ri~pa + ~ta}Nia=1 and reconstruct the integrated model:
P = {P1,M2 ⊕ P2, ......,MN ⊕ PN}. (32)
Then, one special model is defined for each scan Pi as follows:
Qi = P\(Mi ⊕ Pi) ∆= {~qb}
(
∑N
j=1Nj−Ni)
b=1 . (33)
For the accuracy evaluation, the Obj. is calculated as follows:
Obj. =
1
N
N∑
i=1
ψ(ξi,Mi), (34)
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Table 1 Comparison of different LRS decomposition based approaches, where small value indicates good performance and bold number denotes the best result.
LRS LRS with MC Weighted LRS Ours
Datasets Obj. T(s) Obj. T(s) Obj. T(s) Obj. T(s)
Bunny 0.8337 17.4737 0.8390 16.9883 0.8217 14.1660 0.8202 12.6767
Dragon 101.0971 55.2926 4.2504 31.3989 46.2645 43.9151 0.5024 15.2778
Buddha 0.7196 88.1237 0.1838 53.9708 0.1636 44.7148 0.1627 43.3784
Chef 1.9897 246.6610 0.2840 97.2748 0.8841 161.4819 0.2699 91.0270
Chicken 3.3135 74.9155 0.4674 20.0214 2.4075 61.5453 0.4650 19.4043
Trex 3.9160 130.9786 0.3141 34.6767 0.3018 138.4936 0.2942 32.2257
Parasa 2.9139 70.2569 0.4051 24.8153 0.3916 63.6982 0.3717 18.0444
where ψ(·) denotes the function displayed in Eq. (7). To establish
point correspondences, the k − d tree based method was adopted to
search the nearest-neighbor. All codes were implemented in Matlab
on a desktop with four-core 3.6GHz processor and 8GB of memory.
4.1 Validation
To validate the proposed approach, it are compared with
three versions of LRS decomposition based multi-view registra-
tion approaches: original LRS decomposition (LRS), LRS with
matrix completion (LRS with MC), weighted LRS decomposition
(Weighted LRS). For each data set, the same initial parameters were
provided for four approaches. Registration results are shown in the
form of Obj. and run time. Tab 1 displays registration results for
all LRS decomposition based approaches. As shown in Tab 1, the
original LRS decomposition may get the worst results for multi-
view registration. Compared with the original LRS decomposition,
the introduction of matrix completion and motion weight can both
improve the performance of multi-view registration. Moreover, the
integration of matrix completion and motion weight leads to devel-
opment of the proposed approach, which can always obtain the best
results for multi-view registration.
As stated before, the matrix for LRS decomposition is recon-
structed by available relative motions, which are estimated by the
pair-wise registration approach. However, most pair-wise registra-
tion approaches are unable to obtain reliable results for scan pairs
with low overlap percentage, so the reconstructed matrix are always
sparse. Since the LRS decomposition is sensitive to the sparsity
of the reconstructed matrix, it is difficult to obtain good results.
To reduce the sparsity, some block elements of the reconstructed
matrix can be completed due to the anti-symmetry property of rel-
ative motions. With the reduced sparsity, the robustness of LRS
decomposition is increased, which can lead to good multi-view reg-
istration. As relative motions of scan pairs are estimated by the
pair-wise registration, their reliability are varied due to different
overlap percentages of scan pairs. In the original LRS decomposi-
tion, the varied reliability is ignored, which is harmful for multi-view
registration. By the analysis of pair-wise registration, we use the
trimmed MSE and resolution of model shape to calculate the weight,
which denotes the reliability of each relative motion. By introduc-
ing the weight in LRS decomposition, the accuracy of multi-view
registration is increased. What’s more, the combination of matrix
completion and motion weight can further improve the performance
of LRS decomposition for multi-view registration.
Contrary to the intuition, the proposed approach is the most effi-
cient among all variants of LRS decomposition based approaches.
Although some time is required by the matrix completing and weight
calculation, it is only a small part of time spent on the multi-
view registration. Usually, the most time-consuming operation is the
establishment of point correspondence, which is included in pair-
wise registration of LRS decomposition based approaches. For one
special scan pair, fine initial parameters will cost less time to achieve
accurate pair-wise registration. As shown in Fig. 1, pair-wise is the
basis of multi-view registration, which provides the initial parame-
ters for pair-wise registration in return. Since both matrix completing
and motion weight can lead to robust and accurate multi-view reg-
istration, they can provide good initial parameters for pair-wise
registration. Therefore, both matrix completing and motion weight
can accelerate pair-wise registration, so they improve the efficiency
of multi-view registration.
4.2 Comparison
To illustrate its performance, the proposed approach was compared
with three state-of-the-art approaches, there are the motion averaging
with the TrICP algorithm (MAICP) [31], the coarse to fine registra-
tion approach (CFTrICP) [39], and the original LRS decomposition
based approach (LRS) [35]. Results of multi-view registration are
also measured in the form of Obj. and run time.
4.2.1 Accuracy and efficiency: For the comparison of accu-
racy and efficiency, experiments were carried on seven data sets
with the same initial parameters. Comparison results of all competed
approaches are displayed in Tab. 2. To illustrate the comparison
in a more intuitive manner, Fig. 3 displays the registration results
of five data sets for all competed approaches in the form of cross-
sections. As shown in Tab. 2 and Fig. 3, the proposed approach can
always obtain good results of multi-view registration. While, other
approaches can not always achieve good multi-view registration.
As the pair-wise registration is the basis of multi-view regis-
tration, MAICP utilizes the TrICP algorithm to estimate relative
motions of some scan pairs with high overlap percentages and
then views these relative motions as the input of motion averag-
ing algorithm to compute global relative motions. In MAICP, one
unreliable relative motions will lead to inaccurate results, even other
relative motions are very reliable. Therefore, only fine initial param-
eters can lead to good multi-view registration. With other global
motions fixed, CFTrICP alternately refines each global motion by
the TrICP algorithm, so its final registration result is always bet-
ter than initial results. But this approach is easy to trap into local
minimum. For good registration, CFTrICP requires to be provided
with fine initial parameters. Otherwise, it is difficulty to achieve good
registration.
As MAICP, LRS decomposition based approach also utilizes a set
of relative motions to recover global motions for the multi-view reg-
istration. It is robust to unreliable relative motions but sensitive to the
sparsity of reconstructed matrix. Without the matrix completion, the
reconstructed matrix are always sparse, which will lead to the failure
of LRS decomposition. By introducing the matrix completion, the
proposed approach can always obtain the robust LRS decomposition
results for multi-view registration. What’s more, the weight of rela-
tive motions arrows the LRS decomposition to pay more attention to
reliable relative motions, which can further improve the performance
of LRS decomposition for the multi-view registration. Therefore,
the proposed approach can almost obtain the best registration results
among all competed approaches.
4.2.2 Robustness: To compare the robustness, all competed
approaches were tested on Stanford Dragon with different groups of
initial parameters, which were acquired by adding some uniformly
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Table 2 Accuracy and efficiency comparison of all competed approaches, where small value indicates good performance and bold number denotes the best result.
MAICP [31] CFTrICP [39] LRS [35] Ours
Datasets Ini. Obj. Obj. T(s) Obj. T(s) Obj. T(s) Obj. T(s)
Bunny 2.3103 0.8199 19.4722 0.9516 23.4446 0.8337 17.4738 0.8217 13.9604
Dragon 4.3288 3.5527 81.9549 2.5359 23.1322 101.0971 55.2926 0.5024 15.2029
Buddha 3.1969 0.5617 85.9106 1.2196 56.5726 0.7196 88.1237 0.1627 44.9560
Chef 2.0136 1.0235 120.4028 0.6677 149.3099 1.9897 246.6610 0.2699 113.3068
Chicken 1.4618 0.4622 25.9324 0.4934 17.7066 3.3135 74.9155 0.4650 19.4043
Trex 1.6461 0.7614 47.1791 0.4966 62.1473 3.9160 130.9786 0.2942 32.2257
Parasa 2.3179 0.7366 29.9331 0.5846 51.7525 2.9139 70.2569 0.3717 18.0444
Dataset MAICP CFTrICP
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Fig. 3: Comparison of different approaches in the form of cross-section. (a) Reconstructed 3D models. (b) Initialization. (c) MAICP. (d)
CFTrICP. (e) LRS. (f) Ours.
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Table 3 Robustness comparison of all competed approaches, where small value indicates good performance and bold number denotes the best result.
MAICP [31] CFTrICP [39] LRS [35] Ours
Noise level Obj. T(s) Obj. T(s) Obj. T(s) Obj. T(s)
[−0.02, 0.02] (rad) 0.5481 14.9105 0.5227 18.2295 0.5639 37.4798 0.5052 14.1806
[−0.04, 0.04] (rad) 0.5542 21.1851 0.6460 42.5968 3.5932 124.2523 0.5088 17.8799
[−0.06, 0.06] (rad) 3.4704 132.4142 1.1665 40.7482 3.3980 146.8945 0.5101 33.0372
[−0.08, 0.08] (rad) 3.6264 171.5397 1.3439 44.1234 3.8113 151.7663 0.5114 58.2175
[−0.10, 0.10] (rad) 3.6270 166.5593 1.8182 49.3438 52725 161.9022 0.6627 60.6974
random noises to the rotation matrix. To eliminate the random-
ness, 20 Monte Carlo (MC) trials were carried out with respect
to each noise level. For comparison, mean value of Obj. and run
time are displayed in Tab. 3. As shown in Tab. 3, the proposed
approach obtain the most accurate registration results under varied
noise levels. Although all other approaches can obtain good regis-
tration results under low noise level, their performance will decrease
seriously with the increase of noise level.
Similar to LRS decomposition based approach, MAICP also
recovers all global motions form a set of relative motions, which
estimated by the TrICP algorithm. However, this approach is sensi-
tive to unreliable relative motions and one unreliable relative motion
will lead to the failure of multi-view registration. Under high noise
level, it is difficulty to accurately estimate the overlap percentage of
each scan pair, which will certainly introduce the unreliable pair-
wise registration. Hence, the performance of MAICP turn to be
seriously decreased. Different from MAICP, CFTrICP utilizes the
TrICP algorithm to refine each global motion alternately, which
make it easy to trap into local minimum. Under low noise level,
initial global motions are accurate and they can be easily refined.
However, with the increase of noise level, CFTrICP may be conver-
gent to local minimum quickly due to inaccurate initial parameters
and global motions are diffculty to be refinded.
Although LRS decomposition based approach is robust to a small
portion of unreliable relative motions, it is sensitive to the sparsity of
the reconstructed matrix. Under low noise level, a set of reliable rel-
ative motions are available to reconstruct the matrix for LRS matrix
decomposition, which may result in good multi-view registration.
With the increase of noise level, some available relative motions turn
to be unreliable, which can reduce the sparsity of the reconstructed
matrix and lead to the failure of multi-view registration. By introduc-
ing the matrix completion, the sparsity of the reconstructed matrix
is reduced, which increase the robustness of LRS decomposition.
Besides, the weight of relative motions allows the LRS decomposi-
tion pay more attention to these reliable relative motions. Therefore,
the proposed approach can achieve multi-view registration with good
performance even under high noise levels.
5 Conclusions
This paper proposes a novel approach for multi-view registration
based on the weighted LRS matrix decomposition. According to
the anti-symmetry property of relative motions, it firstly applies the
completion strategy to reduce the sparsity of reconstructed matrix
to be decomposed. As the LRS decomposition algorithm is sensi-
tive to the sparsity of potentially decomposed matrix, the completion
strategy can improve its robustness. Additionally, it introduces the
weight to indicate the reliability of each block element of the recon-
structed matrix and then proposes the weighted LRS decomposition
algorithm. This algorithm can pay more attention to reliable block
elements with large weight and achieve more accurate multi-view
registration. Besides, compared with the original LRS decompo-
sition, the proposed approach can also make the progress in effi-
ciency for multi-view registration. Experiments on public available
data sets demonstrate its good performance over the state-of-the-art
approaches on robustness, accuracy, and efficiency.
Although the proposed approach has good performance for the
multi-view registration, it does not mean that this approach can solve
any multi-view registration problem. As shown in Fig. 4, multi-
view range scans are transformed into a model graph, where each
circle indicates one range scan and each line with arrow denotes
one available relative motion. Actually, the proposed approach can
only achieve the multi-view registration of these range scans, which
can be transformed into a completed model. It is not suitable for
the multi-view registration of these range scans, which can only be
denoted by several partial models. However, it should be noted that
many approaches for multi-view registration proposed so far share
this limitation as well.
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Fig. 4: Multi-view range scans are transformed into a model graph,
where each circle indicates one range scan and each line with arrow
denotes two available relative motions (one of them may be obtained
by the anti-symmetry property). (a) Complete model. (b) Partial
models.
Similar to most of multi-view registration approaches, the pro-
posed approach should be provided with initial global motions.
Therefore, our future work will focus on the estimation of initial
global motions for the multi-view registration.
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